
lnstallation instructions for 3-part Drip Edge, WITH lower skirting
& T molding extending below the floor line.

Note: ln most cases, the Mini Drip Edge & cut out near wiper seal

is not needed for this style.
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1) Pre-seal as needed w/ quality clear sealant around any

voids (cracks/ spaces) in the area: including end portions

of the lower molding strip, & spaces around & under
the outer corner floor area. Do not use a silicone product!
As other tapes & sealants will not stick to silicone. Any
previous silicone thot wos used in the oreas working on

would need to be fully removed.

2l lnstall Mini Drip Edee I lf needed...

Note: Slide rooms with 1.5" wide T molding extended down past the floor line may not require a Mini Drip Edge.

However, if you would like to still install one for one reason or another, follow those instructions found on the
"installation instructions for 3-part Drip Edge, with no lower skirting page."
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Trim Drip Edge sections to the correct length needed. The top
(Smaller fixed section) will start pushed up against thdwiper flap,
& go right up to the edge of the opposite end (T molding). The
larger removable section will be proximately /8" longer, as the
extended section will go in past the wiper seal towards RV.
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4l lnstall smaller fixed permanent section of Drip Edge.

Note: lf any screw heods ore in the way, its best to remove

& reploce with a flot heod, counter sunk style, which will
eliminote most of the height of the screw head sticking
outword. Apply seolant fir
Place.

a) Attach both sections together via hook & loop, with the
smaller on the top and larger on the bottom. Hold up

against side wall of slide room to determine best

mounting locations & drop. Use level (tool), mark off across

top with few sections of painter's tape to use as your
installation guide for the next step. Ihe gool is to hove

the larger section hong down past the Mini Drip Edge
(if using one), or a few inches below the floor line.

lf your RV hos a lower molding strip thot's above the
Floor, you would wont to mount this above thot strip
by opprox. 1" inch. The bottom of this permanent section
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e"ry1
can be as low as the bottom of the slide floor. You don't
want it sticking down past the slide room floor. "For

cable drawn slide rooms; this may be common to mount
the fixed portion very close to the bottom of the floor in
order to clear the mounted cable hardware.

b) Clean off area below the taped line where the fixed

section will be attached to w/ rubbing alcohol & let
dry. Separate the two parts, keeping the smaller
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5) Trim rubber wiper side of Drip Edge (larger removable section); this will allow your Drip Edge to go past{behind)
the rubber wiper seal. A small angled cut out is needed to allow this to happen. tF NEEDED

NOTE: ln most cases, this step is not required/ needed b/c this section only sticks past the wiper seal about 7/8"
or less. However if you still find that trimming is needed, follow those instructions found on the "installation
instructions for 3-part Drip Edge, with no lower skirting page."

6) Line up & install the larger section of the Drip edge into
the smaller permanent section via hook & loop (Velcro).

Start with the side going past the wiper seal area

& work way down towards the T molding, pushing it up

in place. Take your time lining it up the first time, as you
can't remove & reposition this section for the first 72
hours, this is the amount of time needed for the VHB

tape to bond properlv that's in the smaller permanent
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section, pull backing off the VHB tape a little at a time,
start attaching right up against the rubber wiper seal,

and work your way down slowly towards the T molding,
following your straight painters tape line.

Push down w/ pressure & rub down along allthe top
Portions of the permanent section that's just installed.
Remove painters' tape that's above.

c) You will most likely have a small bridge gap to fill that
would be the transition from the T molding trim & the

' side wall. Use the supplied butyl tape, by pushing in to
fill all visible portions of gap, then smooth over, trimming
offany extra. 

t

d) Use same clear sealant again (not silicone), apply
small bead all the way across top ledge of mounted
section, smooth over forming an angled/ curved ledge.

Note: You can put down painte/s tape spaced approx.
3/L6th inch above the permanent section before
applying sealant to give you a clean-caulk line. Simply

apply tape, then sealant & run your finger down to
smooth, and then immediately (slowly) pullthe
painters tape backup. (You don't want a skin to form
before pulling up). Allow sealant to fully dry.
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section- Pulline on this to soon could result in the
perm?nent section to become loose or sealant apolied

to top to shift.

7l Draw a small chart on paper & number the back sides of the Drip Edge part (with black permanent marker), so
you know what slides & what sides they go on, for making future
Placements simple. Remember to remove the larger portion of the Drip Edge before bringing
ln your slides!!! The smaller permanent section & Mini Drip Edge sections both stay on. To remove the larger
section, simply start with either side, and pull fonruard towards you a little bit at a time, working your way down.
It will separate and tear off nicely. The product will flex while doing this, which is normal.


